
SJV Young Adult 

Houston Scavenger Hunt Clues 
 

Location #1 Clue: Cultures abound in this town, seek a store named for H-
town that is close to the new home of the Fresh Prince.  
Special Instructions: Find a snack for the road with packaging that is 
completely in another language (nutrition labels in English are ok) and snap 
your first pic with snacks in hand.  
 

Location #2 Clue: With neighbors of high fashion and finance, I go with the 
flow; 11,000 gallons a minute to be precise.   

Hint: Parking is not ideal, consider parking at the Dillard’s a block away. 

 

Location #3 Clue: At home in the concrete jungle, I am the oldest of my kind 
in town but I still love to mix things up. Join me and drink to being part of history.  

Special Instructions: Location is cash only so come prepared.  
 

Location #4 Clue: As one of National Geographic’s Sacred Places of a 
Lifetime, I aspire to inspire the world to action through art and contemplation.  

Special Instructions: Take a moment here in prayer and enjoy the peaceful 
marriage of art and faith.  

 

Location #5 Clue: Come take a ride with me, I am the little red engine that 
could live peacefully with wild animals, famous artists, and world renowned 
doctors for neighbors.  

Special Instructions: Catch a fun ride for $3.75. Picture must be taken during 
the ride and enjoy the beauty this trip provides.  
 



Location #6 Clue: You would be forgiven for thinking you were in the French 
Quarter with my spooky name but I serve up something much sweeter than 
hexes for your enjoyment.   

Special Instructions: Take picture inside and help yourself a sweet snack. 

 

Location #7 Clue: With the best view in the city and tycoons of industry as 
neighbors, lies the final resting place for an aviator of historic proportions.  
Hints: I am hard to find, not labeled with a sign, use a photo as a guide. Take 
your time and enjoy the hunt. Two pictures are required of this stop. One of 
the location and another of the skyline view of downtown. Please observe the 
speed limit and be respectful. 

 
Location #8 Clue: I live at the heart of our shared Catholic faith in Houston. 
Among the hustle and bustle of Downtown, I am a haven of mercy and peace 
centered around the heart of our faith, the Eucharist.  

Special Instructions: Please be respectful of location and take a few minutes 
in prayer before the tabernacle.  

 

Location #9 Clue: Houston is home to classic and contemporary art alike, 
but interactive art is what I am. Discover my tops hidden in a quiet green 
amongst the hustle and bustle at the heart of the city.   

Hint: Park in central location for clues 9 and 10, they are close enough to 
walk between.  

 

Location #10 Clue: Houstonians love their hometown sports teams.  Where 
an old train station once stood, you will find two legends of America’s pastime 
immortalized in bronze; our favorite Hall of Famer and, perhaps, a future Hall 
of Famer. 

 


